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a note from fedex and Ketchum…

Dear Colleague,

We are excited to present you with our findings and insights from the 2012 FedEx/Ketchum Social 
Business Study – a comprehensive study that expands upon our research first undertaken in 2010. 
While the 2010 study focused mainly on the social media tools and practices organizations were using 
at the time, this year’s study analyzes the transformation that has taken place since then, as companies 
have evolved into social businesses. As part of the research, quantitative surveys were completed 
by 55 communications and marketing executives at companies in the U.S. and internationally, and 
interviews were conducted with 30 communication and thought leaders. 

Study participants addressed some critical questions that businesses are contemplating on a daily 
basis with regards to social business: What does it mean to be a social business? How is social 
business impacting organizations today? How are relationships with key internal and external 
stakeholders evolving as a result of social business? What do organizations need to do to become 
social businesses? How can we determine the ROI of social efforts?
 
We hope you find the results, trends, and best practices that we discovered as useful as we do, and 
we are looking forward to continuing to build our collective strength in this area together. We greatly 
appreciate all the organizations and individuals who committed their time and energy to this effort. 
This study would not have happened without your enthusiastic participation.

Best,

Bill Margaritis         Tyler Durham
SVP, Global Communications & Investor Relations    Partner, Managing Director
FedEx Corporation        Ketchum Pleon Change
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motivation 

In 2010, FedEx and Ketchum set out to gather best practices 
and benchmarks related to digital and social media from 
leading companies across a variety of industries. We 
interviewed 62 organizations across 12 industries, and the 
findings from that study are detailed here. 
 
Since then, social business has evolved significantly. New 
social tools and technologies continue to be developed and 
new regulations discussed. In addition, the way in which 
companies are engaging in social business is transforming 
relationships with key stakeholders and impacting the way 
they do business at every level of the organization. 
 
As a result, FedEx and Ketchum engaged in a follow-up 
study to better understand how organizations are  
evolving into social businesses, compare results  
to the 2010 findings and identify current and  
future trends in the space.

http://www.2010socialmediastudy.com/
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methodology participating thought leaders

some of the companies that interviewed

In March – May of 2012, Ketchum 
conducted a quantitative survey 
among top companies (see next page) 
that explored the impact of social 
business on their organizations. A total 
of 55 companies responded to the 
survey. 

We then conducted 24 follow-up 
interviews with companies to better 
understand how they were leveraging 
social business in their organizations, 
and six interviews with thought leaders 
to discuss best practices and emerging 
trends in social business.

charlene li melinda  
emerson

dion  
hinchcliffe

lois KellyBrian solisJeremiah 
owyang
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some of the participating companies
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demographics

The majority of participants were 
large companies with 2,000 or more 
employees (88%) and revenue over 
$2.5 billion (68%).

Top industries included: Manufacturing 
(18%), Financial Services (16%), 
Technology (14%), Food and Beverage 
(13%), Energy (11%)

More than eight in 10 companies 
(86%) who participated were 
international or global organizations. 
20% of participants were Business 
to Consumer companies, 36% were 
Business to Business, and 45% were a 
mix of both.

Other 18%

Airline 4%
Biotech 2%

Consumer Packaged 
Goods 7%

Entertainment  
& Leisure 2%Energy 11%

Financial Services 
16%

Food &  
Beverage 13%

Manufacturing
18%

Healthcare 
9%

Professional 
Services 
9%

Technology
14%

Insurance 
5%

Media 
5%

Pharmaceutical
4%

Telecommunications
     7%

Retail 5%

Both B2B  
and B2C  
45%

B2B  
35%

B2C
20%
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top findings

•  The impact, value and reach of social 
tools is expanding beyond the realm 
of consumer/brand management, and 
transforming organizations into social 
businesses.

•  Social tools are increasingly being 
leveraged inside organizations, 
impacting internal interactions, culture 
and structure.

•  Ownership of social media is expanding 
beyond marketing, to business leaders, 
employees, and even consumers. 

•  Businesses are becoming more adaptive, 
taking a strategic approach in utilizing 
social tolls to listen and respond to their 
audiences.

‘
‘

Organizations are leveraging social 
media tools to evolve into social 
businesses – creating communities 
and relationships with external and
internal stakeholders that are 
transforming the way they do business. 
This has impacted organizational 
structure and hierarchies in a way that 
will continue to drive successful 
companies to become more adaptive 
and responsive to their stakeholders’ 
needs and preferences.
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from  
social media  
to social 
Business
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What is social Business?

Social business is still being defined, but at its core, it is about leveraging social tools, 
technologies and strategies that transform the way enterprises interact with internal and 
external stakeholders to generate co-created value. Elements of social business include:

 •  A multi-way flow (inside out and outside in) of information between businesses 
and stakeholders that drives decision-making, business processes, organizational 
structure and innovation of products and services.

 •  Organizations become more flexible as they listen and adapt to shifting 
marketplace opportunities in real time.

 •  Distribution of “ownership” of social media tools and business decisions and 
processes shifts from the leader/manager to other groups of internal stakeholders.

View thought leaders discussing how they perceive social business

the aBc’s of social Business.
Listen to dion hinchliff,  

executive vice President of strategy, 
dachis grouP, discuss his unique 

Point of view on the toPic.

What is your social Business iQ?
Listen to Jeremiah oWyang, Partner 
at aLtimeter grouP, exPLain where 

this uP-and-coming movement 
originated.

listen 
noW

listen 
noW

http://youtu.be/ebuP8yJ2oMI
http://youtu.be/ejyI3W4Demw


FiNdiNGS

OF COMPANIES FEEL THEY ARE EFFECTIVELY 
USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO STRENGTHEN 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CLIENTS*

51%

The Evolution of Social Business

BRAND/CONSUMER 
AWARENESS

68%

69%
clients

general public

>

WHILE COMPANIES ARE STILL MOST EFFECTIVE AT USING SOCIAL 
MEDIA TO ENHANCE BRAND AWARENESS/REPUTATION, THEY ARE 

ALSO EXPANDING TO BECOME MORE RELATIONSHIP FOCUSED

52%
general public

51%
clients

40%
partners/suppliers

>

RELATIONSHIP 
FOCUSED

*Percentages displayed reflect 
  participating companies only

OF COMPANIES HAVE SEEN EMPLOYEE 
PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL BUSINESS INCREASE 
OVER THE LAST YEAR*

85%

The Internal Influence of Social Tools

EMPLOYEES

blogging
social 

networking photo sharingrss feed podcast video sharing

HOW COMPANIES ARE EFFECTIVELY USING SOCIAL MEDIA 
TO ENGAGE THEIR EMPLOYEES

46%
strengthen relationships

44%
share and tap into expertise

44%

foster collaboration, dialogue 
and discussion

*Percentages displayed reflect participating 
  companies only

OF COMPANIES’ COMMUNICATION, MARKETING
OR HR TEAMS HAVE CHANGED AS A RESULT
OF SOCIAL BUSINESS*

64%

Ownership Moving Beyond Marketing/
Communications to Leaders and Employees

OF COMPANIES MONITOR ONLINE FEEDBACK 
AND CONVERSATIONS**

88%

80%

A More Strategic Approach

SOCIAL BUSINESS IS DRIVING ORGANIZATIONS TO BECOME 
MORE ADAPTIVE TO MARKETPLACE NEEDS AS THEY LISTEN 

AND RESPOND TO WHAT INFORMATION THEIR STAKEHOLDERS 
WANT TO RECEIVE, AND THE WAY THEY WANT TO GET IT

ARE ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS THROUGH A MOBILE DEVICE AND ARE 
INCORPORATING MORE VISUALS INTO THEIR SOCIAL BUSINESS 

COMMUNICATIONS

8 IN 10
PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

**Source: Forrester Research, Inc., Listening and Engaging 
    in the Digital Marketing Age, a Dell commissioned study, July 2011

DISTRIBUTED
[SOCIAL MEDIA

RESPONSIBILITIES]

38%

centralized
ownership

48%

matrix/shared
ownership

external stakeholdersleaders

employees

>

>

>

*Percentages displayed reflect
  participating companies only

CHANGING
HANDS

SOCIAL BUSINESS
2012IN

ORGANIZATIONS ARE LEVERAGING SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLS TO EVOLVE INTO SOCIAL BUSINESSES – CREATING COMMUNITIES AND 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS THAT ARE TRANSFORMING THE WAY THEY DO BUSINESS. THIS HAS 
IMPACTED ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND HIERARCHIES IN A WAY THAT WILL CONTINUE TO DRIVE SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES TO 

BECOME MORE ADAPTIVE AND RESPONSIVE TO THEIR STAKEHOLDERS’ NEEDS AND PREFERENCES.
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the
social bUsiness

RevolUtioN
The impact, value and reach 
of social tools is expanding 
beyond the realm of 
consumer/brand management, 
and transforming organizations 
into social businesses.

‘ ‘
While social media is marketing 
focused, social business impacts all 
parts of the organization.

Charlene Li, Founder Partner at Altimeter Group 

OF COMPANIES FEEL THEY ARE EFFECTIVELY 
USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO STRENGTHEN 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CLIENTS*

51%

The Evolution of Social Business

BRAND/CONSUMER 
AWARENESS

68%

69%
clients

general public

>

WHILE COMPANIES ARE STILL MOST EFFECTIVE AT USING SOCIAL 
MEDIA TO ENHANCE BRAND AWARENESS/REPUTATION, THEY ARE 

ALSO EXPANDING TO BECOME MORE RELATIONSHIP FOCUSED

52%
general public

51%
clients

40%
partners/suppliers

>

RELATIONSHIP 
FOCUSED

*Percentages displayed reflect 
  participating companies only
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from social media to social Business

While enhancing brand awareness/reputation is still a major objective for social media 
efforts for participating companies (69% for clients and 68% for the general public), 
the relationship between these organizations and their stakeholders (including clients, 
employees, public, partners and investors) continues to evolve and deepen as greater 
emphasis is put on fostering collaboration, dialogue and discussion (44% for employees, 
39% for clients) and strengthening relationships (52% for general public, 51% for clients).  

primary 
oBJectives 2010

emerging primary 
oBJectives 2012

2010 2012GeNeRatiNG woRd oF  
moUth advocacy

FoSteRiNG collaBoRatioN, 
dialoGUe, diScUSSioN with 

StaKeholdeRS

developiNG BRaNd 
loyalty aNd cloSeR 
RelatioNShipS with 

cUStomeRS

StReNGtheNiNG 
StaKeholdeR RelatioNShipS 

addReSSiNG cUStomeR  
caRe iSSUeS

iNcReaSiNG paRticipatioN iN 
pRoGRam oR iNitiative
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the evolving environment

Social media made a great impact on how consumers receive and share 
information as well as on how organizations operate to leverage this new 
medium and react to the benefit and challenges it presents.

watch thought leaders speaK aBout how social Businesses influences 
consumers, organizations and the relationship Between the two.

who is the “connected 
consumer”? watch Brian solis, 
PrinciPaL at aLtimeter grouP, 

exPLain this toPic.

looKing to maKe your small 
Business a social one? melinda 

emerson, smaLLBizLady, gives tiPs 
for you to make this haPPen!

‘
‘

Traditionally, the relationship between utilities and customers has been limited 
to a monthly bill, and sporadic phone calls. Today, however, that limited level of 
engagement is simply not enough.  Our customers are looking for a robust, two-way 
dialogue, not only where it concerns storm-related power outages, but to help them 
become more energy efficient and to save money on their monthly energy bill.  With 
this shift in mind, BGE is employing a more customer-centric, proactive approach 
to communication and outreach.  At the heart of that effort is social media - a fluid, 
visual, real-time medium that allows us to interact with customers in a way that 
makes them feel unique and important. ammanuel c. moore

associate corporate communications 
analyst, BGe

watch 
now

watch 
now

http://youtu.be/N9-xco4UtqQ
http://youtu.be/W8HPfqSbLvw
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the B2B advance

B2B companies are catching up and, in some instances, even leading, by 
finding creative ways to leverage social media to impact their business.

 •  Since 2010, B2B companies studied have enhanced  
their ability to effectively use social tools  
with all stakeholders, but demonstrate  
particular strength in “going social” with  
employees. 

 •  Participating companies that are  
exclusively B2B report engaging  
employees regularly or continuously  
more often than the companies  
that are exclusively B2C. 

 •  These companies report higher  
levels of using social media  
internally to generate innovative  
ideas and strengthen relationships. 

  •  B2B companies studied reported that social  
media changed the way stakeholders communicate,  
leading to better business results.

B2B is actually more about building 
personal relationships.‘ ‘charlene li, Founder partner at altimeter Group 
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evolution in leader mindset

Since 2010, leadership buy-in has become 
significantly less of a barrier as leaders 
understand that going social is now a business 
imperative—and the question now becomes 
the level of engagement in social business. 

 •  Seven in 10 of the participating 
companies with some executive 
engagement in social media say their 
executives believe engagement in 
social media adds value through brand 
or reputation building.

 •  One-quarter of the participating 
companies say that their executives 
have a high or somewhat high level of 
engagement in social business at their 
organizations.

 •  More than half of these executives 
believe their engagement in social 
media builds value by promoting 
thought leadership, and building their 
visibility as leaders.

‘ ‘
We wouldn’t have been this active if it 
wasn’t for the company’s executives, 
social media is now an everyday part 
of the conversation.

peter osborne, communications executive at Bank of america

leadership Buy-in: how do you 
achieve it? ellen east, evP, chief 

communications officer at 
time warner caBLe, shares her 

exPerience.

listen 
now

http://youtu.be/Bzwv0aRaULA
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social Business has gone gloBal

Nine out of ten international companies 
studied are engaging, or planning to 
engage stakeholders in social media 
outside of their region. 

 •  Organizations are decentralizing their  
international social efforts, to account  
for cultural differences, tool 
preferences  
and unique content needs.

  –  Nearly 80% of the participing 
companies currently engaging 
stakeholders internationally 
report that their strategy abroad 
differs from their home country 
because of cultural differences, 
and 64% of them use different 
social media networks or tools.

  –  73% of them use local teams or 

agencies to administer country-
specific strategies.

 •  These companies are ensuring 
international alignment on core 
content, but also allowing for 
geographical customization. 

‘ ‘
The content is 50% U.S. and 50% international. 
We help feed it to their platforms but we rely 
on the regions’ expertise because we don’t have 
the specific on-the-ground knowledge that they 
have in their countries and theatres. 

John earnhardt, director, corporate communications at cisco

what do you need to consider when 
going social in asia? dion hinchcliffe, 
executive vice President of strategy, 

dachis grouP, shares his insights.

watch 
now

http://youtu.be/QcONskXLAFI
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is transparency the Best policy?

While it is acknowledged that with social business 
comes increased transparency, it continues to be an 
issue with which many organizations struggle.

 •  27% of companies studied say that concern has 
increased over transparency issues.  
Issues center around:

  –  Employee privacy—the line between 
personal content and acting as a 
representative of the organization.

  –  Ownership—who owns the content and  
the network when an employee leaves.

  –  Legal/compliance issues—particularly in 
the companies facing regulatory concerns  
(45% reported increased concerns when 
engaging clients).

  –  Addressing misinformation that appears  
in social networks—even if it’s corrected,  
it still stays on the web.

‘ ‘
In a world where nothing can be hidden, 
you better have nothing to hide.

mike Fernandez, corporate vice president at cargill

what are some of the security 
concerns with social media? 

don mcgrath, senior vice 
President, communications at 
eaton, deLves into this issue. 

how do you deal with 
transparency issues in regards 
to social media? Learn from an 
exceLLent examPLe at generaL 

miLLs with aaron miller, sociaL 
media and marketing strategist.

listen 
now

watch 
now

http://youtu.be/h07HPmYbqMo
http://youtu.be/1oaWQZS655M
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cracKing the code on measurement

Measuring social business effectiveness continues to be a challenge, but some 
organizations are finding ways to directly track the financial impact of social media efforts 
(e.g., social scorecards), and many acknowledge that there are aspects of social media that 
cannot be measured, but are valuable anyway. 

A majority of participating companies conduct some type of social media measurement, 
but many also admit to challenges. 

‘
‘

Lots of free tools exist, 
but they can’t take you 
very far. We are moving 
towards getting social 
business intelligence at 
the touch of a button.

Frank helmert, vice president Global 
interactive marketing at aon 

84%
of participating companies agree that there 
will always be some aspects of marketing 
that cannot be measured, but are important 
nevertheless.

Currently measuring 
the effectiveness of 
their social media

Planning to measure 
the effectiveness of 
their social media

Participating companies currently 
measuring social media focus on: 

80%

20% 84%

69%

53%

51%

Engagement

Impressions

Influence

Tone

100%25% 75%0% 50%

inQuiring minds want to Know, “how do 
you measure social?” gayle weiswasser, 
vice President, sociaL media at discovery 
communications, Provides an insider 
PersPective.

listen 
now

http://youtu.be/69F6V5J9rpA
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implications

1.  Social businesses are looking beyond “connecting with” people, to building 
relationships with important stakeholders in a meaningful way. To do this, 
organizations must develop a strong capability to listen to and understand their 
internal and external audiences.

2.  Business leaders are beginning to understand the importance and value of social 
as a critical element to remaining competitive. 

3.  Companies must manage the risks that accompany increased transparency with 
the demands of the marketplace that they go social, or be left behind.

4.  Although alignment remains important, there must also be flexibility for 
customization among geographies, businesses and individuals. Social business is 
neither a command-and-control, nor a one-size fits all activity.

5.  The focus is shifting from measuring impressions to measuring the quality of 
social relationships, which is not a perfect science. However, as metrics become 
more sophisticated, it will become easier to correlate leads, revenue and other 
“tangible” outcomes with social business efforts.
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pass it on with aon

Aon’s Pass It On program combines elements of employee engagement, community service, and 
client partnerships to demonstrate to the world how Aon’s 62,000 colleagues in over 120 countries 
empower results for their clients and communities.  
 
Since October 2011, three global teams comprised of Aon colleagues– Asia Pacific, EMEA, and the 
Americas – have been competing for points by submitting Aon-related photos, videos, and stories 
covering various aspects of Aon, including client success stories and stories on local community 
service initiatives. In seven months, more than 5,200 photos have been uploaded to the public Pass 
It On website. The most popular feature on the Pass It On website, “Question of the Day,” focuses on 
global knowledge sharing of Aon’s business, with over 750,000 answers to questions at the seven-
month mark.  
 
Pass It On was created to engage and unite Aon’s global colleagues, while enabling them to share 
knowledge, learn more about the business and virtually connect to other colleagues through rich 
media such as photos and videos. The program empowers colleagues to literally pass on what it 
means to be a part of Aon – through their knowledge, service, values and client expertise.

‘ ‘
Pass It On is about celebrating and 
taking pride in the things our firm does 
every day to make a difference in the 
world.
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social insiDe
oRGaNizatioNS

Social tools are increasingly being leveraged 
inside organizations, impacting internal 
interactions, culture and structure.

‘ ‘
Companies who say that they don’t want 
their employees to waste time using social 
tools don’t understand that this is the way 
people communicate, learn and work.

lois Kelly, president of Foghound

OF COMPANIES HAVE SEEN EMPLOYEE 
PARTICIPATION IN SOCIAL BUSINESS INCREASE 
OVER THE LAST YEAR*

85%

The Internal Influence of Social Tools

EMPLOYEES

blogging
social 

networking photo sharingrss feed podcast video sharing

HOW COMPANIES ARE EFFECTIVELY USING SOCIAL MEDIA 
TO ENGAGE THEIR EMPLOYEES

46%
strengthen relationships

44%
share and tap into expertise

44%

foster collaboration, dialogue 
and discussion

*Percentages displayed reflect participating 
  companies only
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a new era of social at worK

Social platforms are being 
integrated into internal 
business processes to enhance 
collaboration (particularly 
across silos and geographies), 
decision making, transparency, 
participation in initiatives, and 
innovation. 

44%
of the companies 
reported that 
they constantly/ 
continuously engage 
employees through 
social media.

45%
of the companies 
reported that 
they are engaging 
employees through 
mobile tactics/
applications.

85%
of the participating companies who are engaging employees 
via social media say that the level of employee participation 
in their organization’s social business efforts increased over 
the past 12 months. 

why should social Be used 
inside organizations? 

watch lois Kelly, President 
of foghound, share her 

thoughts on the manner.

how do you communicate with hard to 
reach employees? sociaL media PLatforms 
couLd heLP. dan collins, division vice 
President, corPorate communications, 
exPLains how this is done at corning.

do you want to use social media inside your 
company? don mcgrath, senior vice President, 
communications at eaton, exPLains how it is 
done in his organization.

listen 
now

http://youtu.be/NxsQohSjdpM
http://youtu.be/TruVukjUpSc
http://youtu.be/dc1NQPGFh9c
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going social to unlocK employee potential

Companies studied are leveraging social platforms and tools to unlock their 
employees’ potential, create greater collaboration across teams and regions and 
ultimately deliver business results.

 • Companies studied are using social media with employees to:

 •  In addition to the business benefits, the organizations that are engaging 
employees most frequently through social report that it had significantly 
impacted the level of employee engagement overall. 

Strengthen 
relationships

46%
Increase participation 
in program or initiative 

38%
Share and tap into 
expertise 

44%
Foster collaboration, 
dialogue and discussion 

44%

a regular on the ‘Best companies to 
worK for’ list - sas - uses social. do you? 
BecKy graeBe, internaL communications 

manager, exPLains why you shouLd.

how can social help you engage and learn 
more aBout your employees? Listen to ellen 
east, evP, chief communications officer at 

time warner caBLe, shares how this Became a 
reaLity for her organization.

watch 
now

listen 
now

http://youtu.be/hISEqId4Gr0
http://youtu.be/vqyAy5EPUFA
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the cultural challenge

•  Overcoming corporate cultural barriers emerges as a major challenge for 39% of 
participating organizations trying to enhance internal social business efforts.

•  A major theme from thought leaders, however, was that transforming to a truly 
social business must start from within, and that effective change management is 
a must to help organizations with this process.

•  The companies that reported that their executives are highly engaged in social 
business tended to report that their organization communicated more effectively 
with employees. 

‘ ‘
Think about the most fulfilling relationship 
you have in your personal life. Do you 
control it? Or do you continually invest 
time and hard work to grow and develop it? 
Business is no different .

charlene li, Founder partner at altimeter Group 

designing for change? sociaL 
Business can heLP you. dion 
hinchcliffe, executive vice 

President of strategy, dachis 
grouP, exPLains how. 

watch 
now

http://youtu.be/VrcUsyW40D8
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implications

1.  As social tools become a primary way to interact and reach out to the general 
population, it is imperative that companies meet their employees “where they 
are” to remain relevant and viable.

2.  Social tools allow companies to engage hard-to-reach employees and help 
employees collaborate across internal silos. 

3.  Organizations that are best-in-class at utilizing social tools internally are gaining 
a competitive advantage by achieving greater collaboration and knowledge 
sharing among employees, with a common outcome of stronger innovation.

4.  Successful social business organizations trust and empower employees while 
allowing increased transparency. To do this successfully requires strong change 
management.
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sas: a Best company to worK for goes social

A primary aspect of SAS’s culture is that “the next big idea is sitting in the head of 
one of the SAS employees,” and the company supports this in part by encouraging 
employees to participate in a social workplace. Last year, the company launched The Hub, 
an application similar to Facebook, and already 67% of the company’s 12,000 employees 
are using it. 900 employee interest groups have been formed, based on both personal 
and professional interests, and employees can also participate in “live tweeting” during 
events that are hosted by the CEO. 

One particularly high-impact program launched via The Hub was an Innovation Day event 
organized around brainstorming new product ideas, which continued for months after 
the designated day, with contributions from employees around the world. 

The tool has supported greater collaboration 
and tremendous ideas, but it also supports the 
company’s belief that its employees are “not just 
workers,” but they create global communities that 
lead to outstanding employee retention. This idea is 
further bolstered by SAS’s #1 ranking on Fortune’s 
list of 100 Best Companies to Work For in two of the 
past three years. 
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social ownership
  FRom Solo to  
oRcheStRa

Ownership of social media is expanding 
beyond marketing, to business leaders, 
employees, and even consumers.

‘ ‘
Social media is too big to fit 
into one function. The best 
companies are moving into 
a center of excellence model.

Dion Hinchcliffe, Executive Vice President  
of Strategy, Dachis Group
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structuring the social Business

A trend seen among participating organizations 
is that they are shifting from centralized to 
more matrix-structured teams and processes to 
support their social business efforts.

The role of Marketing/Communications is evolving from those functions 
“owning” social media, to orchestrating it throughout their organizations, acting 
as “conductors” to ensure everyone is on the same sheet of music while allowing 
for diverse voices. 

‘ ‘
We see the digital team as a force for integration. 
There will always be people who crave ownership, 
but to say you declare ownership over social…well 
then you can just manage a Twitter feed. No one 
can ‘own’ this capability.

ethan mccarty, Senior manager, digital and Social Strategy at iBm

38% 48%
Centralized
Ownership

Matrix/Shared
Ownership

who is the “content strategist?” 
Jeremiah owyang, Partner at 

aLtimeter grouP, exPLains aBout 
this imPortant new roLe. 

watch 
now

http://youtu.be/klM1uGB3HPU
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ownership Being driven to employees

Employees are increasingly being leveraged to utilize 
social tools to act as confident and active ambassadors 
for their organizations. 

 •  These efforts are supported by clear social 
guidelines, tools and training.

 •  Employees are being encouraged to build 
relationships, share knowledge and respond to 
stakeholders.

are your employees Brand 
amBassadors? Listen to chris 
atKins, director, u.s. PuBLic 
reLations and communications at 
PricewaterhousecooPers, sPeak  
aBout using Linkedin to Promote  
the organization.

distriButing social ownership to employees. dan collins, 
division vice President, corPorate communications at 
corning, exPLains some of the things you need to do to 
make it haPPen.

employees taKing responsiBility on social platforms. 
ellen east, evP, chief communications officer  
at time warner caBLe, teLLs how that  
deveLoPed in her organization. 

watch 
now

listen 
now

listen 
now

http://youtu.be/zDawwlotnPw
http://youtu.be/0dh0M6m6zrI
http://youtu.be/I2IExth3JCQ
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addressing resource constraints

Although participating companies 
continue to report lack of resources as 
a top challenge when engaging with all 
stakeholders including clients (55%), 
employees (46%) and the general public 
(45%), it is being partially addressed as 
ownership is distributed throughout these 
organizations and sometimes even outside 
the company to the customer.

customers helping companies do social. 
gayle weiswasser, vice President, sociaL 
media at discovery, exPLains why this is a 
necessity for her organization.

learn how to export social 
responsiBilities to your customers 
from Jeremiah owyang, Partner at 
aLtimeter grouP.watch 

now

listen 
now

http://youtu.be/iIU7Js-6rZ8
http://youtu.be/3VzZOOPI4Tc
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implications

1.  Ownership of social business is increasingly being distributed out of marketing/
communications and is shared by employees, consumers and external stakeholders.

2.  Marketing/communications becomes the conductor of an orchestrated effort 
where all constituents are playing from the same sheet of music, but with different 
instruments and voices.

3.  To ensure that all social efforts are aligned, organizations have created internal 
“social councils,” often consisting of non-marketing/communications business 
leaders who share best practices and use common social business tools.

4.  As employees are empowered to carry out their own social efforts, they are 
supported by guidelines, tools, training and reinforcement of positive behaviors.
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a social media center of excellence at xerox

At Xerox, there is a strong system in place to empower employees so they can 
become brand ambassadors. The company is working to ensure its global workforce 
has the tools and resources in place to act as stewards of the brand in social media.

Xerox Social Media Center of Excellence is a select group made up of marketing 
and communications professionals who are passionate about driving ownership and 
accountability for social media tools to all employees. The group sets the company’s 
overall social media strategy and provides employees with: guidelines, best practices 
and training for the use of social media tools.

On its journey to become a social 
business Xerox has transformed 
interactions between customers 
and employees. This has started 
on the inside, by leveraging social 
tools, such as Yammer, to change 
the way employees work and 
to transform the culture as over 
30,000 employees have formed 
collaborative communities.
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bUsiness to leverage
Social to Become 
moRe adaptive

Businesses are becoming more adaptive, 
taking a strategic approach in utilizing social 
tolls to listen and respond to their audiences.

‘ ‘
Social media benchmarks aren’t going to 
help a company turn into a social business.  
To be successful they really need to become 
an adaptive business and understand, listen 
and respond to their customers.

Brian Solis, principal at altimeter Group

OF COMPANIES MONITOR ONLINE FEEDBACK 
AND CONVERSATIONS**

88%

80%

A More Strategic Approach

SOCIAL BUSINESS IS DRIVING ORGANIZATIONS TO BECOME 
MORE ADAPTIVE TO MARKETPLACE NEEDS AS THEY LISTEN 

AND RESPOND TO WHAT INFORMATION THEIR STAKEHOLDERS 
WANT TO RECEIVE, AND THE WAY THEY WANT TO GET IT

ARE ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS THROUGH A MOBILE DEVICE AND ARE 
INCORPORATING MORE VISUALS INTO THEIR SOCIAL BUSINESS 

COMMUNICATIONS

8 IN 10
PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

**Source: Forrester Research, Inc., Listening and Engaging 
    in the Digital Marketing Age, a Dell commissioned study, July 2011

>
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responding to the marKetplace in real time

*Source: Forrester Research, Inc., Listening and Engaging in the Digital Marketing Age, 
a Dell commissioned study, July 2011

raising the Bar: using social to 
respond to customer needs in real 
time. Brandy King, senior manager 
communications at southwest 
airLines, gives an examPLe.

Listening to stakeholders within the marketplace, and being 
able to respond, adapt and innovate in real time emerges as 
a critical social business capability that results in competitive 
advantage. 

88% of companies monitor online feedback and conversations.*

step up your company’s listening 
capaBilities with social. Listen to 
tonia elrod, associate director, 
digitaL & ecommerce, exPLain how 
this is done at P&g.listen 

now

listen 
now

http://youtu.be/mJeeMVBsfvk
http://youtu.be/vJsB7jHIWJI
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moBile trends

Organizations are engaging stakeholders where they are, and that 
means an increase in use of mobile devices and visual content. 

59%
of participating 
companies are 
optimizing their digital 
assets for mobile 
devices and developing 
mobile platforms, like 
location-based services 
to leverage mobile 
commerce effectively

20% plan to 
in the future

Nearly eight in 10 companies 
studied (79%) are 
incorporating more visual 
elements into their social 
business communications

1% Not incorporating 
visual elements and 
not planning to

a growing trend: using social moBile for 
engaging employees. ellen east, evP, chief 
communications officer at time warner 
caBLe, shares her exPerience.

using social moBile helps interact with 
hard to reach employees. Brandy King, senior 
manager communications at southwest 
airLines, shares her insights. 

listen 
now

listen 
now

http://youtu.be/hzWXk_TDeQg
http://youtu.be/h96ZwbH2zek
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soaring with southwest airlines and twitter

With its history of being obsessed with customer satisfaction, it’s no 
wonder that much of the social business focus for Southwest Airlines is on 
listening to what customers are saying, addressing their needs, and forming 
longstanding relationships. Not only do they react and respond to travel 
delays or weather issues in real time through mobile texting and on Twitter, 
but they also work to build trust over the long term, and leverage positive 
experiences to build brand loyalty.

A customer tweeted about a great experience he was 
having with a flight attendant from his plane, and said 
he’d be a loyal Southwest customer for life if she was 
rewarded. When the plane landed, the Southwest team 
on the ground was waiting with a cake for the flight 
attendant, and a celebration in her honor. They had also 
created a contract for the customer that he signed, 
agreeing that he would only fly Southwest for life!
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implications

1.  Organizations must utilize social media to listen to and understand 
their audiences’ continuously evolving needs and desires in order to 
be competitive. 

2.  Companies need to have the structures and processes in place, as 
well as the flexibility, to adapt and respond in real time.

3.  As social business becomes more prevalent, organizations need 
to understand that they are not able to control all interactions and 
should strive to be more “human” and authentic.

‘ ‘
We don’t jump on the next shiny object, 
instead we think strategically and 
figure out what’s the most natural way 
to interact with our stakeholders.

Greg Gable, Senior vice president at charles Schwab
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•  Social business has already transformed the way that many companies do business as it continues 
to revolutionize their organizational structures, processes and cultures. Leading organizations are 
embracing the move to integrate social into their core strategic and operational DNA. Organizations 
that are not making the transition to social business and integrating this into how they regularly 
conduct business risk being left behind. 

•  In a global world filled with the growing impact of social media, organizations are responding with 
increased social observational and listening mechanisms to build stronger relationships, respond to 
insights more rapidly, and evolve their organizations to remain relevant and competitive. 

•  The consumer and external stakeholders are becoming active agents and partners in how 
organizations do business, providing feedback about the organization and its products and services 
in real time and acting as potential ambassadors or detractors outside the organization.

•  As ownership of social business becomes increasingly distributed, employees become empowered 
to build key stakeholder relationships and make key decisions to be able to respond to shifting 
marketplace needs in real time. 

•  The revolution is only beginning.

We look forward to addressing your feedback, questions, or comments and to continuing this 
conversation. 

Renée Horne         Michelle Mahony
Director, Digital & Social Media Engagement    Director
FedEx Corporation        Ketchum Pleon Change
rlhorne@fedex.com        michelle.mahony@ketchum.com
@rlhorne          www.linkedin.com/in/michellemahony  
       
           
Disclaimer: FedEx and Ketchum are providing this summary for informational 
purposes only.  We are not providing advice, legal or otherwise.

concluding thoughts & contact details
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